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Abstract
Pattern matching is a fundamental feature in many applications such as functional programming,
logic programming, theorem proving, term rewriting and rule-based expert systems. Usually, pat-
terns are pre-processed into a deterministic finite automaton. Using such an automaton allows one
to determine the matched pattern(s) by a single scan of the input term. The matching automaton
is typically based on left-to-right traversal of patterns. In this paper, we propose a method to build
such an automaton. Then, we propose an incremental method to build a deterministic concise au-
tomaton for non-necessarily sequential rewriting systems. With ambiguous patterns a subject term
may be an instance of more than one pattern. To select the pattern to use, a priority rule is usually
engaged. The pre-processing of the patterns adds new patterns, which are instances of the original
ones. When the original patterns are ambiguous, some of the instances supplied may be irrelevant
for the matching process. They may cause an unnecessary increase in the space requirements of the
automaton and may also reduce the time efficiency of the matching process. Here, we devise a new
pre-processing operation that recognises and avoids such irrelevant instances. Hence improves space
and time requirements for the matching automaton.
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Pattern matching is a corner-stone operation in several applications such as functional,
equational and logic programming [5,17], theorem proving [4] and rule-based expert sys-
tems [3]. With ambiguous patterns, an input term may be an instance of more than one
pattern. Usually, patterns are partially ordered using priorities. Notice that pattern match-
ing techniques usually fall into two categories [16]:
• Root matching techniques determine whether a given subject term is an instance of a
pattern in a given set of patterns;
• Complete matching techniques determine whether the subject term contains a subterm
(including the term itself) that is an instance of a pattern in the pattern set.
Thus, complete matching subsumes root matching and root matching may be used to
implement complete matching (by a recursive descent into the subject term). In this paper,
we only deal with root matching. Pattern matching automata have been studied for over a
decade. It can be achieved as in lexical analysis by using a finite automaton [2,6,7,15,18].
Gra˝f [6] and Christian [2] construct deterministic matching automata for unambiguous pat-
terns based on the left-to-right traversal order. In functional programming, Augustsson [1]
and Wadler [20] describe matching techniques that are also based on left-to-right traversal
of terms but allow prioritised overlapping patterns. Although these methods are economi-
cal in terms of space usage, they may re-examine symbols in the input term. In the worst
case, they can degenerate to the naive method of checking the subject term against each
pattern individually. In contrast, Christian’s [2] and Gra˝f’s [6] methods avoid symbol re-
examination at the cost of increased space requirements. In order to avoid backtracking
over symbols already examined, like Gra˝f’s our method introduces new patterns. These
correspond to overlaps in the scanned prefixes of original patterns. When patterns over-
lap, some of the added patterns may be irrelevant to the matching process. The method
proposed here improves Gra˝f’s in the sense that it introduces only a subset of the patterns
that his method adds. This improves both space and time requirements as we will show
later. Sekar [18] uses the notion of irrelevant patterns to compute traversal orders of pat-
tern matching. His algorithm eliminates a pattern π whenever a match for π implies a
match for a pattern of higher priority than π . In contrast with Sekar’s method, we do not
introduce irrelevant patterns at once.
In this paper, we focus on avoiding the introduction of irrelevant patterns while con-
structing matching automata. This results in a more efficient pattern-matcher. First, we in-
troduce a method for generating a deterministic tree matching automaton for a given pattern
set. Then, we show how these automata can be constructed incrementally, which is suit-
able for some application such as Knuth-and-Bendix problem [9]. Subsequently, We prove
that the incremental construction preserves the determinism of the constructed automata.
Although the generated automaton is efficient since it avoids symbol re-examination, it
may contain unnecessary branches. As we shall see, the main reason for this is the pres-
ence of ambiguous patterns with more general patterns having higher priority. Here, we
modify that method so that only relevant patterns are added. A smaller and more efficient
automaton is thereby obtained.
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In this section, we recall the notation and concepts that will be used in the rest of the
paper. Symbols in a term are either function or variable symbols. The non-empty set of
function symbols F = a, b,f, g, . . . is ranked, i.e., every function symbol f in F has an
arity which is the number of its arguments and is denoted #f . A term is either a constant,
a variable or has the form f t1 t2 · · · t#f where each ti , 1  i  #f , is itself a term. We
represent terms using their corresponding abstract tree. We abbreviate terms by removing
the usual parentheses and commas. This is unambiguous in our examples since the function
arities will be kept unchanged throughout, namely #f = 3, #g = 1, #a = #b = 0. Variable
occurrences are replaced by ω, a meta-symbol which is used since the actual symbols are
irrelevant here. A term containing no variables is said to be a ground term. We generally
assume that patterns are linear terms, i.e., each variable symbol can occur at most once
in them. Pattern sets will be denoted by L and patterns by π1,π2, . . . , or simply by π .
A term t is said to be an instance of a (linear) pattern π if t can be obtained from π by
replacing the variables of π by corresponding sub-terms of t . If term t is an instance of
pattern π then we denote this by t  π .
Definition 1. A matching item is a triple r : α • β where αβ is a term and r is a rule label.
The label identifies the origin of the term αβ and hence, in a term rewriting system, the
rewrite rule which has to be applied when αβ is matched. The label is not written explicitly
below except where necessary. The meta-symbol • is called the matching dot, α and β are
called the prefix and suffix respectively. A final matching item is one of the form α•.
Throughout this paper left-to-right traversal order is used. So the matching item •β
represents the initial state prior to matching the pattern β . In general, the matching item
α • β denotes that the symbols in α have been matched and those in β have not yet been
recognised. Finally, the matching item α• is reached on successfully matching the whole
pattern α.
Definition 2. A set of matching items in which all the items have the same prefix is called
a matching set. A matching set in which all the items have an empty prefix is called an
initial matching set whereas a matching set in which all the items have an empty suffix is
called a final matching set.
Definition 3. For a set L of pattern suffixes and any symbol s, let L/s denote the set
of pattern suffixes obtained by removing the initial symbol s from those members of L
which commence with s and excluding the other members of L. Then, for f ∈ F define
Lω and Lf by:
Lω = L\ω,
(2.1)Lf =
{
L\f ∪ ω#f L\ω if L = ∅,
L = ∅ otherwise,
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pattern set L is then defined recursively by Gra˝f [6] as follows:
(2.2)L =
{
L if L = {} or L = ∅,
L =⋃s∈F∪{ω} sLs otherwise.
Roughly speaking, with two item suffixes of the form f α and ωβ we always add the
suffix fω#f β in order to postpone by one more symbol the decision between these two
patterns. Otherwise backtracking might be required to match ωβ if input f leads to failure
to match f α.
3. Deterministic matching automata
In this section, we briefly describe a practical method to construct a deterministic tree
matching automaton for a prioritised ambiguous pattern set [11,12]. The pattern set L is
extended to its closure L while generating the matching automaton.
The automaton is represented by the 4-tuple 〈S0, S,Q, δ〉 where S is the state set, S0 ∈ S
is the initial state, Q ⊆ S is the final state set and δ is the state transition function. The states
are labelled by matching sets, which consist of original patterns whose prefixes match the
current input prefix, together with extra instances of the patterns, which are added to avoid
backtracking in reading the input. In particular, the matching set for S0 contains the initial
matching items formed from the original patterns and labelled by the rules associated with
them. Transitions are considered according to the symbol at the matching position, i.e. that
immediately after the matching dot. For each symbol s ∈ F ∪ {ω} and state with matching
set M , a new state with matching set δ(M, s) is derived using the composition of the
functions accept and close defined in the equations below:
(3.1)accept(M, s) = {r :α • β | r :α • β ∈ M},
(3.2)
close(M) = M ∪ {r : α • fω#f µ | r : α • ωµ ∈ M
& ∃q : α • f λ ∈ M, f ∈ F },
(3.3)δ(M, s) = close(accept(M, s)).
The items obtained by recognising the symbols in those patterns of M where s is the
next symbol form the set accept(M, s), which is called the kernel of δ(M, s). However,
the set δ(M, s) may contain more items. The presence of two items α • ωµ and α • f λ
in M creates a non-deterministic situation since the variable ω could be matched by a term
having f as head symbol. The item α • fω#f µ is added to remove this non-determinism
and avoid backtracking. The transition function thus implements simply the main step in
the closure operation described by Gra˝f [6] and set out in the previous section. Hence
the pattern set resulting from the automaton construction using the transition function of
Eq. (3.3) coincides with the closure operation of Definition 3. The item labels simply keep
account of the originating pattern for when a successful match is achieved. As we deal
here with root matching, every failure transition ends up in a single global failure state.
Non-determinism is worst where the input can end up matching the whole of two different
patterns. Then we need a priority rule to determine which pattern to select.
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of at least two distinct patterns in L. Otherwise, L is non-ambiguous.
Definition 5. A priority rule is a partial ordering on patterns such that if π1 and π2 are
distinct ambiguous patterns then either π1 has higher priority than π2 or π2 has higher
priority than π1. In the latter case, we write π1 ≺ π2.
When a final state is reached, if several patterns have been successfully matched, then
the priority rule is engaged to select the one of highest priority. An example is the textual
priority rule which is used in the majority of functional languages [1,8,10,19]. Among the
matched patterns, the rule chooses the pattern that appears first in the text. Whatever rule
is used, we will apply the word match only to the pattern of highest priority, which is
matched.
Definition 6. For a prioritised pattern set L and pattern π ∈ L, the term t is said to match
π ∈ L if, and only if, t is an instance of π but not instance of any other pattern in L of
higher priority than π .
4. Building deterministic matching automata
A pattern set is compiled into a deterministic finite matching automaton using the algo-
rithm BuildAutomaton(S,S0,Q,∆) below. This automaton has S as the set of states that
includes the initial state S0. The set of final states is represented by Q while ∆ represents
the set of valid state transitions of the automaton.
Procedure BuildAutomaton(S,S0,Q,∆);
Begin
S := ∆ := Q := ∅; S0 := CloseSet(•π | π ∈ Π);
For each state s ∈ S Do
For each symbol σ ∈ F Do
If AcceptSymbol(s, σ ) = ∅ Then
s′ := CloseSet(AcceptSymbol(s, σ ));
S := S ∪ {s′};
∆ := ∆ ∪ (s, σ ) → s′;
For each state s ∈ S Do
If π• ∈ s Then Q := Q ∪ s;End.
The state transitions of the matching automaton are obtained by composing the two
functions AcceptSymbol(s, σ ) of Eq. (3.1) and CloseSet(s) of Eq. (3.2). The former func-
tion simply accepts the symbol σ that comes immediately after the matching dot in the
matching items of the state s while the latter yields the necessary matching items to guar-
antee that the matching process is deterministic.
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Begin
s′ := ∅;
For each item α • β ∈ s Do
s′ := s′ ∪ {ασ • β};
Return s′;
End.
Notice that the presence of the items α •ωβ together with the items α • fµ in the same
matching state creates a non-deterministic situation for a pattern-matcher since ω can be
substituted with a term having f as head symbol. The items α•fω#f β are added to remove
such non-determinism and avoid backtracking. For instance, let Π = {fωωa,f cωc} and
let s be the matching state obtained after accepting the root symbol f so s = {f •ωωa,f •
cωc}∪{f •cωa}. The item f •cωa is added because a target term with the prefix f c could
match the pattern fωωa too if the last argument of f were a rather than c. So supplying the
instance f cωa would allow the pattern-matcher to decide deterministically which option
to take. Without this new item, the pattern-matcher would need to backtrack to the first
argument of f if the option offered by fωωa were taken and a symbol c encountered as
the last argument of f in the target term. (For more details and formal proofs see [8].)
In the following, we will call Kernel of a state s the set of matching items q such that
s = CloseSet(q).
Procedure CloseSet(s);
Begin
For each pair of items α • ωβ ∈ s, α • fµ ∈ s | f ∈ F Do
s := s ∪ {α • fω#f β};
Return s;
End.
Example 1. Let L = {1 : f aωω, 2 : fωaa, 3 : fωba, 4 : fgωgωb} be the pattern set
where #f = 3, #g = 1 and #a = #b = 0, as throughout this paper. Assuming a textual
priority rule, the matching automaton for L is given in Fig. 1. Transitions corresponding to
failures are omitted. Each state is labelled with its matching set. In the construction process,
each new item is associated with the rule from which it is directly derived and whose
pattern it is known to match. So, an added item a • fω#f b is associated with the same rule
as is its parent a • ωb. At the final nodes, whatever item is matched, the matching rule of
highest priority is chosen. This rule may be different from the one inherited by the item
at that node. When this happens, it indicates what we call irrelevancy in the next section.
During pattern matching, a ω-transition is only taken when there is no other available
transition, which accepts the current symbol. The automaton can be used to drive pattern
matching with any chosen term rewriting strategy.
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5. Incremental construction
It is possible to construct the matching automaton returned by the procedure BuildAu-
tomaton of Section 4 incrementally, i.e. by progressively adding and/or deleting patterns.
Incremental construction of term matching automata is important in practical applications
in which pattern sets change dynamically. Examples of such applications include term
rewrite systems interpreters and the Knuth–Bendix completion algorithm. In the latter ap-
plication rewrite rules are added and removed at each step of the completion process which
attempts to normalise overlaps between rules, i.e., critical pairs. Incremental techniques
have only been considered in [14] and [17] for a very special case of patterns.
The general idea for the incremental construction here is to update the matching item
sets with each change in the pattern set accordingly. When items are added to or removed
from the kernel of a state, starting from the initial state of the automaton, the set of matching
items of the state is recomputed and the successor states are updated recursively. Notice
that in the process, parts of the matching automaton that are not concerned with the change
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pattern is added or old states can be removed when removing an existing pattern.
Let A = (S, s0,Q,∆) be a deterministic matching automaton for a pattern set Π and an
alphabet F . Observe that the pattern set can be an empty set which will yield the simplest
matching automaton A0 = ({s0}, s0, {s0},∅). This particular matching automaton accepts
the language L(A0) = ∅. So, when adding a pattern π starting off from the initial state
we must add the item •π to the set Kernel(s0) and then re-compute the closure of the set
Kernel(s0)∪{•π}. This may yield new kernel items in the successor states of s0 and so, we
must recursively introduce new items in the successors states. It is possible that the new
items induce new transitions and corresponding new states. This recursive process can be
implemented using three new procedures:
• AddPattern(π) which simply instigates the addition of the item •π to the initial state
of the automaton.
• AddItems(s, I ) which adds a set of items to the kernel of the state s and updates the
successor states of s recursively.
• NewState(I ) which constructs a new state with the set I as its kernel and recursively
all possible new successor states, employing the method used earlier in Section 3 to
construct deterministic matching automata.
Procedure AddPattern(π);
Begin
s0 := AddItems(s0,•π);
End.
The functions are designed such that they return the modified or newly constructed
states. Note that the procedures are applied in the environment of the given matching au-
tomaton A.
When the item set provided to AddItems is empty, the state s is kept unchanged. Other-
wise, the kernel of s together with the items in I are closed and the items of s replaced by
those freshly obtained from the closure operation.
Procedure AddItems(s, I );
Begin
If I = ∅ Then Return s;
s1 := CloseSet(Kernel(s) ∪ I ); S := S\{s} ∪ {s1};
If s ∈ Q Then Q := Q\{s} ∪ {s1};
For each symbol σ ∈ F such that AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ) = ∅ Do
I ′ := AcceptSymbol(s1, σ )\AcceptSymbol(s, σ );
If (s, σ ) → s′ ∈ ∆ Then
s′1 := AddItems(s′, I ′); ∆ := ∆\{(s, σ ) → s′} ∪ {(s1, σ ) → s′1};
Else s′1 := NewState(I ′); ∆ := ∆ ∪ {(s1, σ ) → s′1};
Return s1;
End.
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ing dot) of the matching item set obtained, we deduce the set I ′ of items that should be
added to each of the existing successors of state s. If the transition for the matching sym-
bol considered exists already in the automaton, I ′ is simply added (using the procedure
AddItems) to the state successor. Otherwise, a new state is generated, using the procedure
NewState, and the new state transition is added to the set of transitions δ.
Procedure NewState(I );
Begin
s := CloseSet(I );
S := S ∪ {s};
If s ∈ Q Then Q := Q ∪ {s1};
For each symbol σ ∈ F such that AcceptSymbol(s, σ ) = ∅ Do
s′1 := NewState(I ′);
∆ := ∆ ∪ {(s, σ ) → s′};
Return s;
End.
Deletion of patterns is similar to their inclusion in a matching automaton. As before,
let A = (S, s0,Q,∆) be a deterministic matching automaton for a pattern set Π and an
alphabet F . Updating the automaton A to accept the language L(Π)\{π} only with π ∈ Π
starts off by removing the item •π from the kernel of s0 and carries on updating all the
successor states accordingly. As for the addition of patterns, this recursive process can be
implemented using three new procedures:
• DeletePattern(π) which simply instigates the deletion of the item •π from the initial
state of the automaton.
• DeleteItems(s, I ) which removes a set of items from the kernel of the state s and
updates the successor states of s recursively.
• DeleteState(I ) which discards an existing state s and all its possible successor states
recursively.
As before, the functions are designed so that they return the modified states. Note that
the procedures are applied to a given matching automaton A.
Procedure DeletePattern(Π);
Begin
s0 := DeleteItems(s0, {•π});
End.
When the item set provided to DeleteItems is empty, the state s is kept unchanged. Oth-
erwise, the kernel of s together with the items of I are closed and the items of s replaced
by those freshly obtained from the closure operation. For each state transition of the au-
tomaton, we deduce the set I ′ of items that should be discarded from each of the existing
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the automaton, I ′ is simply removed (using the procedure DeleteItems) to the state succes-
sor. Otherwise, the state successor is deleted, using the procedure DeleteState, and the state
transition is eliminated from the set of transitions ∆. Note that if the original pattern set Π
is the singleton {π} (i.e., Π\{π} = ∅), then DeletePattern(π) applied to the automaton A
resumes into the automaton A0 = ({s0}, s0, {s0},∅).
Procedure DeleteItems(s, I );
Begin
If I = ∅ Then Return s;
s1 := CloseSet(Kernel(s) ∪ I );
S := S\{s} ∪ {s1};
If s1 ∈ Q Then Q := Q\{s} ∪ {s1};
For each transition (s, σ ) → s′ ∈ δ Do
I ′ := AcceptSymbol(s, σ )\AcceptSymbol(s1, σ );
If AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ) = ∅ Then
s′1 := DeleteItems(s′, I ′);
∆ := ∆\{∆(s,σ ) → s′} ∪ {(s1, σ ) → s′1};
Else
DeleteState(s′);
∆ := ∆\{(s, σ ) → s′};
Return s1;
End.
Procedure DeleteState(s);
Begin
S := S\{s}; Q := Q\{s} ∪ {s1};
For each transition (s, σ ) → s′ ∈ ∆ Do
∆ := ∆\{(s, σ ) → s′};
DeleteState(s′);
End.
Some further optimisations are possible. In the functions AddItems respectively
DeleteItems, we do not have to recompute states s1 = CloseSet(Kernel(s) ∪ I ) respec-
tively s1 = CloseSet(Kernel(s)\I ) each time from nothing. Since s is already closed, to
determine CloseSet(Kernel(s) ∪ I ) it suffices to add to s the items of the set CloseSet(I )
and those items α • fω#f µ induced by pairs (α • ωµ,α • fµ′) ∈ (Kernel(s) ∪ I ) ×
(Kernel(s) ∪ I ). Likewise, CloseSet(Kernel(s)\I ) can be determined by removing from s
all items of I and those closure items α • fω#f µ which are not induced by a pair
(α • ωµ,α • fµ′) ∈ (Kernel(s)\I ) × (Kernel(s)\I ).
For simplicity, we have considered adding and removing single patterns. However, the
extension to add and remove a set of patterns is straightforward. Instead of adding respec-
tively deleting the singleton {•π} to respectively from the automaton A, we can also use
arbitrary sets {•π |π ∈ Q}. So, the procedure that adds and that which removes a set of
patterns P from the automaton A are given below.
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Begin
For each pattern π ∈ P Do
s0 := AddItems(s0, {•π});
End.
Procedure DeletePatterns(P );
Begin
For each pattern π ∈ P Do
s0 := DeleteItems(s0, {•π});
End.
Lemma 1. Let A = (S, s0,Q,∆) be the deterministic matching automaton for a pattern
set Π with the alphabet F and let P be another set of patterns. AddPatterns(P ) applied
to A yields the deterministic matching automaton A′ = (S′, s′0,Q′,∆′) for Π ∪ P .
Proof. Let A1 = (S1, s01,Q1,∆1) be the automaton obtained by applying the procedure
AddPatterns(P ) to A. Then we want to show that A1 = A′. It is easy to verify that Ad-
dPatterns produces neither garbage states (i.e., unreachable states from s01) nor garbage
transitions (i.e., transitions (s, σ ) → s′ ∈ ∆ such that either s  S or s′  S). Furthermore,
we can easily check that Q1 consists exactly of those states of S1 that contains at least
one final item. So, we need to show that: (i) s01 and s′0 coincide; (ii) each successor state
s′1 of any matching state s1 ∈ S1 coincides with closeSet(AcceptSymbol(s1, σ )) for some
σ ∈ F ; (iii) for each state s1 ∈ S1 and symbol σ ∈ F such that AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ) = ∅,
s′1 = closeSet(AcceptSymbol(s1, σ )) ∈ S1 and (s1, σ ) → s′1 ∈ ∆1. If A1 meets these three
conditions, then clearly A1 must be the deterministic matching automaton A′ for the pat-
tern set Π ∪ P .
• If P = ∅ then s01 = AddItems(s0,∅) = s0 = s′0. Otherwise, s01 = AddItems(s0, {•π |
π ∈ P }) which is nothing but CloseSet(Kernel(s0) ∪ {•π |π ∈ P }). So, s01 =
CloseSet({•π |π ∈ Π ∪ P }) which is s′0. Before tackling the other two conditions,
let us make the following useful observation: for each state s1 ∈ S1, s1 is obtained by
either AddItems(s, I ) or NewState(I ) for some state s ∈ S and some non-empty set
of items I or s1 is already in S and therefore all successors of s1 in A are also in A1
together with the corresponding transitions. (This is the case in which s1 = s ∈ S is
left unchanged by the AddItems procedure which needs no further proving.)
• Let us first suppose that (a) s1 = AddItems(s, I ). Let s′1 be a successor state of s1
with (s1, s) → s′1 ∈ ∆1, and let I ′ = AcceptSymbol(s1, s)\AcceptSymbol(s, σ ). Then
depending on whether the transition for the symbol σ already exists in the original
automaton A, we have the following couple of sub-cases:
– First, suppose that (s, σ ) → s′ ∈ ∆ (⇒ s′ = CloseSet(AcceptSymbol(s, σ ))) and
s′1 = AddItems(s′, I ′). If I ′ = ∅, then AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ) = AcceptSymbol(s, σ )
and s′1 = AddItems(s′,∅) = s′. As s′ equals CloseSet(AcceptSymbol(s, σ )) and
AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ) = AcceptSymbol(s, σ ), then s′1 is nothing but CloseSet(Accept-
Symbol(s1, σ )). Otherwise, s′ = AddItems(s′, I ′) = CloseSet(Kernel(s′) ∪ I ′).1
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Symbol(s1, σ )\AcceptSymbol(s, σ )) respectively yields s′1 equals CloseSet(Accept-
Symbol(s1, σ )).
– Now, suppose that δ(s, σ ) → s′ ∈ ∆ i.e., AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ) = ∅, then I ′ =
AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ) and s′1 = NewState(I ′) = NewState(AcceptSymbol(s1, σ )) =
CloseSet(AcceptSymbol(s1, σ )).
Now, let us consider the case (b) in which s1 = NewState(I ). Then each suc-
cessor state s′1 of s has the form s′1 = NewState(AcceptSymbol(s1, σ )) which is
CloseSet(AcceptSymbol(s1, σ )) for some σ ∈ F with AcceptSymbol(s, σ ) = ∅.
• Let s1 ∈ S1 and symbol σ ∈ F such that AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ) = ∅. Then depending
on whether s1 = AddItems(s, I ) or s1 = NewState(I ), we have the following couple of
sub-cases:
– Suppose that s1 = AddItems(s, I ) with I = ∅. Since AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ) = ∅,
then either s′1 = CloseSet(AcceptSymbol(s1, σ )) = AddItems(s′, I ′) ∈ S1 or s′1 =
CloseSet(AcceptSymbol(s, σ )) = NewState(I ′) ∈ S1 where I ′ = AcceptSymbol(s1,
σ )\AcceptSymbol(s, σ ). In either cases we have that (s1, σ ) → s′1 ∈ ∆1.
– Now, suppose that s1 = NewState(I ) with I = ∅. Since AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ) =
∅, then s′1 = CloseSet(AcceptSymbol(s, σ )) = NewState(I ′) ∈ S1 where I ′ =
AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ) and so we have that (s1, σ ) → s′1 ∈ ∆1. 
Lemma 2. Let A = (S, s0,Q,∆) be the deterministic matching automaton for a pattern
set Π with the alphabet F and let P be another set of patterns. DeletePatterns(Q) applied
to A yields the deterministic matching automaton A′ = (S′, s′0,Q′,∆′) for Π\Q.
Proof. Let A1 = (S1, s01,Q1,∆1) be the automaton obtained by applying the procedure
DeletePatterns(P ) to A. As in the proof of Lemma 1, it is easy to check that A1 contains
no garbage states and transitions and that Q1 is the proper set of final states for A1. As in
the previous proof we verify the two conditions (i) and (ii) knowing that here for each state
s1 ∈ S1, either s1 = DeleteItems(s, I ) for some s ∈ S and a nonempty item set I or s1 ∈ S
and then all successors of s1 in A are in A1 together with all the corresponding transitions.
Clearly, the latter case does not need any further proving.
• If P = ∅ then s01 = DeleteItems(s0,∅) = s0 = s′0. Otherwise, s01 = DeleteItems(s0,{•π |π ∈ P }) which is nothing but CloseSet(Kernel(s0)\{•π |π ∈ P }). So, s01 =
CloseSet({•π |π ∈ Π\P }) which is s′0.• Let s1 = DeleteItems(s, I ) with I = ∅. Let s′1 be a successor state of s1 with
(s1, σ ) → s′1 ∈ ∆1, and let I ′ = AcceptSymbol(s, σ )\AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ). If I ′ = ∅,
then AcceptSymbol(s, σ ) = AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ) and s′1 = DeleteItems(s′,∅) = s′ =
CloseSet(AcceptSymbol(s, σ )) = CloseSet(AcceptSymbol(s1, σ )). Otherwise, s′1 =
DeleteItems(s′, I ′) = CloseSet(Kernel(s′)\I ′). By substituting I ′ by its value we have
s′1 = CloseSet(AcceptSymbol(s, σ )\(CloseSet(AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ))) = CloseSet(Ac-
ceptSymbol(s1, σ ))).
• Let s1 = DeleteItems(s, I ) with I = ∅ and AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ) = ∅, then (s, σ ) →
s′ ∈ ∆1 for some s′ ∈ S and s′1 = CloseSet(AcceptSymbol(s1, σ )) = DeleteItems(s′,
I ′) ∈ S1 where I ′ = AcceptSymbol(s, σ )\AcceptSymbol(s1, σ ). 
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Now, we observe that the close function of Eq. (3.2) may add more items than it needs
when the patterns are ambiguous. For example, in Fig. 1 consider the items 2 : f • aaa
and 3 : f • aba which function close adds to state 1. Every term matching these items will
instead be eventually associated with derivatives of the higher priority item 1 : f •aωω also
of state 1 and so the two items could have safely been omitted. We return to this example
again after introducing some necessary definitions.
A position in a term is a path specification, which identifies a node in the abstract tree
of the term. Positions are specified here using a list of positive integers. The empty list Λ
denotes the position of the root of the abstract tree and the position p.k (k  1) denotes the
root of the kth argument of the function symbol at position p. For a term t and a position p
in this term, we denote by t[p] the symbol at position p in t .
Definition 7. A term t is said to be more general than term t ′ at position p if, and only
if, the symbol t[p] is ω, t ′[p] is a function symbol and the prefixes of t and t ′ ending
immediately before p are the same. Without too much confusion, we hope, we will also
say t is initially more general than t ′, if t is more general than t ′ at the first position for
which the symbols of t and t ′ differ.
The function close adds new patterns to which the priority rule of the original rule set
must be extended. The following definition enables us to associate a unique item amongst
all those which pattern-match a given term: if there is a unique pattern-matched item whose
rule has highest priority then that is chosen; otherwise, when there are several pattern-
matched items associated with rules of maximal priority, those items must all derive from
the same original pattern and we can select the initially most general. (Any other uniquely
defined choice would also be acceptable, but this is the most convenient in what follows.)
Definition 8. Item r : α • β has higher priority than item r ′ : α′ • β ′ if the original pattern
of r has higher priority than that of r ′ or r = r ′ and αβ is initially more general than α′β ′.
For a matching set M and item r : α •β ∈ M , a term t is said to match r : α •β ∈ M if, and
only if, t is an instance of αβ but not an instance of any other item in M of higher priority.
Although the pattern αβ of the item r : α • β will always match the pattern of rule r ,
it may match a pattern of higher priority. This could have been used in defining a priority
rule on all terms and hence on items, but this is computationally more expensive, and
unnecessary here. It is now possible to determine which patterns are useful for close to
include. Indeed, we can start by considering the usefulness of each pattern in the initial
pattern set.
Definition 9. Suppose L ∪ {π} is a prioritised pattern set. Then π is said to be relevant
for L if there is a term that matches π in L ∪ {π} in the sense of Definition 6. Otherwise,
π is irrelevant for L. Similarly, an item π is relevant for (the matching set) M if there is a
term that deterministically matches π in L ∪ {π} in the sense of Definition 8.
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ing set, will still have that property even when an irrelevant pattern, respectively item, is
removed. We can therefore immediately prune irrelevant patterns one by one from the ini-
tial pattern set until every remaining pattern is relevant to the remaining pattern set, and do
the same for each matching set generated by close.
The function close of Eq. (3.2) may certainly supply items that are irrelevant for sub-
sequent matching. This may happen when the original pattern set contains ambiguous
patterns with more general ones having lower priorities. For instance, in Example 1, the
original patterns f aωω and fωaa are ambiguous as fωaa is more general than f aωω at
position 1 yet f aωω has higher priority. The close function supplies the items 2 : f • aaa,
3 : f • aba and two others to state 1. Then accepting symbol a would yield a superset of
{1 : f a • ωω, 2 : f a • aa, 3 : f a • ba}. At this stage, based only on the item f a • ωω
a match for f aωω can be announced and hence f a • aa and f a • ba are redundant,
and indeed irrelevant under the definition above. Note also that the items 1 : f a • aω and
1 : f a • bω are similarly irrelevant for the matching set of state 2 in this case, because the
item 1 : f a • ωω has higher priority due to its initially greater generality (at position 2).
Since the relevance of items may depend on the order in which items are added to a
matching set M to form close(M), we need to be careful about re-defining close to exclude
irrelevant items; the result may depend on this order. The new, improved function is close′
defined (non-uniquely) from the initial close by Eq. (6.1). It seems best to consider items
for inclusion using an ordering which preserves decreasing priorities. So, highest priority
items will be added first. This ensures that items already added to the partially created
close′(M) never subsequently become irrelevant.
(6.1)
close′(M) = any maximal subset S of close(M) |
if π ∈ close(M)\S then p is irrelevant for S.
Finally, we consider a special case where the revised specification for close can be
computed more easily. For this new definition, we assume that there is at least one function
symbol in F that does not occur in any original pattern. This definition is given in Eq. (6.1)
where the first line duplicates the conditions of the initial close and the subsequent lines
add an extra condition to exclude some irrelevant items. Roughly speaking, this condition
says that any potentially added item α • fω#f β must contribute new terms, which are not
already covered by patterns in M with higher priority. However, in the general case when
close is computed iteratively an added item may actually be covered by a previously added
item, superseded by a subsequent item of higher priority or even covered by a number of
more specific items.
close′′(M) = M ∪ {r : α • fω#f β | r : α • ωβ ∈ M, ∃r ′ : α • fβ ′ ∈ M,
∀r ′′ : α • fβ ′′ ∈ M, (if r : α • ω ≺ r ′′ : α • β ′′
(6.2)then ¬(αfω#f β  αfβ ′′) else β = ω · · ·ω)}.
Theorem 1. Assuming that there is at least one function symbol which does not occur in
any pattern, then all items supplied by the function close′′ are relevant.
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relevant, then all items in the initial matching set are relevant. For the general case which
unfolds in two sub-cases, let M = δ(N,σ ),α • β ∈ M and s ∈ F ∪ {ω}:
• When α • β ∈ kernel(M), i.e. the item set accept(N, s), then it is clear that α • β is
relevant for M as by induction hypothesis, the item α • sβ is relevant for the matching
set N .
• Suppose that α • β = α • fω#f β  kernel(M). Then there are some items α •ωβ ′ and
α•fβ ′′ in kernel(M). Depending on the priorities of these patterns, there are two cases
to consider: first, assume that α • fβ ′′ ≺ α • ωβ ′. Then when β ′ = ω · · ·ω, the item
α • fω#f β ′ is always relevant for M because it is needed to deterministically match
either α • fβ ′ or α • fω#f β ′. If β ′ is a sequence of ωs, the item α • β = α • fω · · ·ω
is not relevant for M since a match for the item α • ωβ ′ is already determined (at this
matching set M);
Now, suppose that α•fβ ′′1 , . . . , α•fβ ′′n are all the items in kernel(M) such that αωβ ′ ≺
α • fβ ′′i ,1 i  n and α • ωβ ′1, . . . , α • ωβ ′m are all the items in kernel(M) such that
αωβ ′ ≺ α • ωβ ′k,1 k m. The close′′ function would add the item j = α • fω#f β ′
if the term tj = αfω#f β ′ were not an instance of any term αfβ ′′i . We need to show that
if tj is not an instance of any αfβ ′′i then there is a term t that matches tj , i.e., t is an
instance of tj , t is not an instance of any of the terms αfβ ′′i and t is not an instance of
any of the so far added items (by close′′). Here, we need only to consider added items
having an f at the matching position of M and higher priority than α •β , i.e., any item
α • fω#f β ′k already in M . Using the induction hypothesis, αωβ ′ is not an instance of
any of the terms αωβ ′k . So, αfω#f β ′ is not an instance of any of the terms αfω#f β ′k .
Now we construct a term t that matches α • fω#f β ′. For this purpose, let g be a
function symbol that does not occur in any original pattern and t the term obtained
from tj by substituting all the ωs by the term gω#g . The fact that tj is not an instance
of any αfβ ′′i and αfω#f β ′k means that for each of these terms there is a position pi ,
respectively pk , such that αfβ ′′i [pi], respectively αfω#f β ′k[pk] is a function symbol
and αfβ ′′i [pi] = tj [pi], respectively αfω#f β ′k[pk] = tj [pi]. tj cannot have a function
symbol at position pi and pk because αfβ ′′k and αωβ ′k overlap with αωβ and so are
αfβ ′′i and αfω#f β ′k with tj . Then tj [pi] and tj [pk] is an ω symbol and so t[pi] =
t[pk] = g. Hence, t cannot be an instance of any of the terms αfβ ′′i or αfω#f β ′k
because g does not occur in any original pattern. 
Example 2. Using any of the improved closure functions, the automaton corresponding to
L = {1 : f aωω,2 : fωaa,3 : fωba,4 : fgωgωb} is given in Fig. 2. As usual, transitions
corresponding to failure are omitted. Notice that for the same pattern set, the automaton
of Fig. 1 has six more states, namely states 6, 7, 12, 13, 14 and 15. Pattern matching for
the terms faaa and faba using the automaton of Fig. 1 requires four symbol examinations
whereas by using the automaton of Fig. 2 only two symbols need to be examined as ωs
match any term. Thus, using the new function close in this example, not only does the
automaton have fewer states but it also allows pattern matching to be performed more
quickly.
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Now, we need to develop a procedure that implements the new closure function and
so will substitute procedure ClosetSet. This is a straightforward implementation of func-
tion close′′, which is given below. It is clear that for the incremental construction, all the
previously given procedures will be kept unchanged.
Procedure NewCloseSet(s);
Begin
For each pair of items α • ωβ ∈ s, α • fβ ′ ∈ s | f ∈ F Do
For each item α • fβ ′′ ∈ s | β ′′ = β ′ Do
If (r : α • ω ≺ r ′′ : α • β ′′) and (αfω#f β  αfβ ′′ or β = ω · · ·ω) Then
s := s ∪ {α • fω#f β};
Return s;
End.
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Space and time requirements for miscellaneous benchmarks
Benchmark Number of states
close
Number of states
close′′
Time (s)
close
Time (s)
close′′
Time (s)
HIPER
Kbl 49 38 0.079 0.052 0.067
Comm 153 101 1.229 0.811 1.023
Ring 256 170 2.060 1.160 2.830
Groupl 487 392 1.880 0.980 2.000
7. Evaluation
The pattern matching automata for some known problems were used as benchmarks to
evaluate the improvement proposed. These problems were first used by Christian [2] to
evaluate his system HIPER. The Kbl benchmark is the ordinary three-axiom group com-
pletion problem. The Comm benchmark is the commutator theorem for groups. The Ring
problem is to show that if x2 = x is a ring then the ring is commutative. Finally, the Groupl
problem is to derive a complete set of reductions for Highman’s single-law axiomatisation
of groups using division.
For each of the benchmarks, we built the both matching automata, i.e., using close
and close′′, and obtained the number of necessary states. This should provide an idea
about the size of the automaton. Furthermore, we obtained the evaluation times of a given
subject term under our rewriting machine (for details see [11]) using both matching au-
tomata as well as the evaluation times of the same subject terms under the system HIPER.
Evaluation times under HIPER are for Sun 4 while times for our implementation are for
MicroSPARC I. The space and time requirements are given in Table 1.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we started off by giving a description of our technique to compile pattern
sets into deterministic finite matching automata (i.e., no backtracking over the symbols of
the subject terms is needed to perform pattern matching). The construction procedure of
such automata was provided. (Several examples can be found in [11,13].)
A part from the important characteristic of matching determinism, another major im-
provement over most known term matching techniques is that here deterministic matching
automata can easily be constructed incrementally. As we pointed out, this feature is very
desirable for applications in which pattern sets change dynamically. Then, we outlined in
details the incremental construction procedure of deterministic automata. We also proved
that the automata obtained from such incremental construction procedure coincide with
those obtained from the initial construction technique (Lemmas 1 and 2).
Despite the fact the automata thus yielded are deterministic and so efficient, we showed
that the obtained automaton include unnecessary subautomata when the patterns are am-
biguous. In the main body of the paper, we identified those subautomata by considering
relevant patterns/items. By avoiding irrelevant patterns/items, we modified the method so
that only necessary subautomata are included in the matching overall automaton. An ex-
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requirements. Finally, in Theorem 1, we proved that assuming there is at least one function
symbol which does not occur in any pattern, then all items supplied are relevant, and hence
the thus yield matching automaton does not include any unnecessary subautomata.
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